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Abstract To investigate longitudinal extent of electromagnetic wave activity, we report the first
simultaneous ground-based observations of magnetospheric ELF/VLF emissions at the following three
longitudinally separated stations at auroral and subauroral latitudes: Athabasca, Canada (ATH; magnetic
latitude: 61.3∘N); Kannuslehto, Finland (KAN; 64.4∘N); and Syowa Station, Antarctica (SYO; 70.5∘S).
The magnetic local time (MLT) separations of SYO-KAN, ATH-SYO, and ATH-KAN, are 3, 8, and 11 h,
respectively. Simultaneous observation data at these stations are available for a total of 48 days in
2012–2014. The simultaneous occurrence rates of ELF/VLF emissions are 9.8%, 2.5%, and 3.6% for
SYO-KAN, ATH-SYO, and ATH-KAN, respectively. We found that the simultaneous wave occurrence rate
between two stations is higher in the morning-dayside sector, indicating that the longitudinal extent
of the emissions exhibits MLT dependence. When emissions are simultaneously observed at two stations,
the average AE and |Dst| indices tend to be higher. Similarly, if the two stations are more separated in MLT,
the average |Dst| index increases. These results suggest that the longitudinal extent of ELF/VLF emissions
increases with increasing geomagnetic activity.

1. Introduction

Extremely low frequency (ELF) and very low frequency (VLF) chorus emissions are generated in the Earth’s
inner magnetosphere and propagate to the ground through density ducts along the geomagnetic field lines
[e.g., Helliwell, 1965] or through nonducted propagation oblique to the geomagnetic field line [e.g., Chum and
Santolik, 2005; Golden et al., 2010]. ELF/VLF emissions generated in the inner magnetosphere mainly arise from
electron temperature anisotropy on magnetic field lines near the equatorial plane [e.g., Kennel and Petschek,
1966; Sazhin and Hayakawa, 1992; Omura et al., 2009; Li et al., 2009a]. The major magnetospheric ELF/VLF emis-
sion types are chorus, hiss, and quasiperiodic (QP) [e.g., Helliwell, 1965]. Chorus emissions are a population of
discrete elements of intense electromagnetic waves observed at high latitudes. Chorus emissions help accel-
erate electrons to relativistic energies in the radiation belts [e.g., Meredith et al., 2003, Miyoshi et al., 2003, 2015;
Horne et al., 2005]. Hiss emissions have a noise-like structure and are continuously observed over wide fre-
quency ranges. Plasmaspheric hiss are caused as a result of propagation of ELF/VLF chorus waves [e.g., Thorne
et al., 1973; Bortnik et al., 2008; Chen et al., 2012a, 2012b], although the possibility of lightning generation of
plasmaspheric hiss emissions is also discussed [e.g., Dowden, 1971; Sonwalkar and Inan, 1989; Meredith et al.,
2006]. In contrast, QP emissions have a clear structure that exhibits a quasiperiodic modulation of intensity
and frequency with time. The period of the intensity modulation is from 10 s to a couple of minutes [e.g., Carson
et al., 1965; Sato and Kokubun, 1980; Sato and Fukunishi, 1981; Smith et al., 1998]. These ELF/VLF individual
emissions have been studied for several decades.

Previous simultaneous observation of ELF/VLF emissions with multipoint ground-based stations has been
performed using geomagnetic conjugate points or relatively closely spaced station pairs. Sato and Kokubun
[1980] investigated the interaction between ELF/VLF emissions and magnetic pulsations by using geomag-
netic conjugated points comprising the Syowa and Mizuho stations in Antarctica and Husafell in Iceland. They
found that each QP element is simultaneously observed at the conjugate point with an accuracy of 1 s. This
symmetry indicates that the interaction between whistler mode waves and hydromagnetic waves occurs near
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the equator in the magnetosphere. Manninen et al. [2014] and Martinez-Calderon et al. [2015a] reported VLF
emissions simultaneously observed at two separated stations with a separation of about 400–450 km and
identified the ionospheric exit area of the emissions through the polarization analysis of the waves.

Statistical studies of ELF/VLF emissions have also been performed by using ground-based and satellite
instruments. The occurrence of ELF/VLF emissions as a function of magnetic local time (MLT) has been sta-
tistically investigated. In situ observations by using OGO 5 satellite [e.g., Tsurutani and Smith, 1977] have
shown that chorus emissions are most intense and occur frequently in the postmidnight and dawn-to-noon
hours at auroral L values. Statistical analyses using Time History of Events and Macroscale Interactions during
Substorms (THEMIS) satellites have revealed the dependence of global distribution of chorus waves on geo-
magnetic activity, confinement of nightside emissions to low magnetic latitudes, and extension of dayside
emissions to high latitudes [e.g., Li et al., 2009b; Golden et al., 2012b; Bunch et al., 2012]. Observations in the
equatorial plane showed that chorus emissions are frequently generated between 0300 and 1000 MLT in the
region 4< L<7 [Meredith et al., 2003]. Plasmaspheric hiss generally occurs between 0600 and 2100 MLT in
the region 2<L<4 [Meredith et al., 2004]. Global hiss distribution measured by the THEMIS satellites showed
that the peak local time of hiss emissions moves to the noon and postnoon sectors in the recovery phase of
the storm at 2< L < 5 [Golden et al., 2012a; Kim et al., 2015]. On the other hand, the high-amplitude region of
chorus moves from the prenoon sector to the midnight sector during disturbed conditions [Kim et al., 2013].

Ground-based observations of ELF/VLF emissions [e.g., Pope, 1960; Spasojevic, 2014] have also shown that
the occurrence peak of chorus emissions is in the postmidnight and dawn-to-noon hours at auroral L values.
Statistical studies of the latitudinal variation of ELF/VLF emissions have also been performed. Smith et al. [2010]
reported on two ground-based observations at auroral latitudes that the morning chorus emission is at a
later local time at higher-latitude stations. Recently, a study of ELF/VLF emissions at subauroal latitudes was
performed by investigating the ELF/VLF wave data obtained at the Athabasca University Geophysical Obser-
vatory at L = 4.3 [Martinez-Calderon et al., 2015b]. They investigated the occurrence rates of ELF/VLF emissions
as a function of MLT, including chorus, hiss, and QP emissions, their seasonal variation, and the dependences
of AE and Dst indices and geomagnetic and solar wind parameters. They found a maximum occurrence rate
in the morning sector (0600 to 0700 MLT) and a minimum in the night sector (∼1800 to 0200 MLT).

The relation between the generation of ELF/VLF emissions and substorms has also been studied [e.g., Tsurutani
and Smith, 1977]. Equatorial chorus waves are generated primarily during substorms, whereas high-latitude
chorus waves are not strongly dependent on the AE index [Tsurutani and Smith, 1977]. Parrot and Gaye [1994]
reported that substorms (AE > 300 nT) increase the maximum average amplitudes of ELF emissions by a
factor of 2.

As reviewed above, the temporal and spatial features of ELF/VLF emissions and their geomagnetic activity
dependence have been investigated by several previous studies. However, the longitudinal extent of ELF/VLF
emissions is not well understood because simultaneous multipoint ELF/VLF measurements separated in lon-
gitudes have not been available. In this paper, we investigate the longitudinal extent of ELF/VLF emissions by
using simultaneous observations at three ground-based stations, which are longitudinally separated at sub-
auroral and auroral latitudes. The advantage of ground-based observations is that we can monitor the ELF/VLF
emissions at multiple fixed locations continuously.

2. Observation
2.1. Observatories and Method
We use ELF/VLF wave data obtained at three ground-based stations: Athabasca University Geophysical Obser-
vatory in Canada (ATH; 54.6∘N, 246.4∘E, magnetic latitude (MLAT) 61.3∘N, L = 4.3); Kannuslehto in Finland
(KAN; 67.7∘, 26.3∘, MLAT 64.4∘, L = 5.3); and the Syowa Station in Antarctica (SYO; 69.0∘S, 39.6∘E, MLAT 70.5∘S,
L = 6.4). Figure 1 shows the coordinates of each station by magnetic latitude and MLT which are calculated
by the International Geomagnetic Reference Field (IGRF) 10 model. There are 3, 8, and 11 h MLT differences
between KAN-SYO, SYO-ATH, and KAN-ATH, respectively, in the dayside sector. Table 1 shows properties of
the receivers to measure ELF/VLF waves. Delta-type loop antennas are used at Athabasca and Syowa Sta-
tions (details are available in Ozaki et al. [2008] and Shiokawa et al. [2014]), and two loop antennas are used at
Kannuslehto [Manninen, 2005]. The sampling frequencies are 100 kHz for ATH, 78.125 kHz for KAN, and 4
(2012), 5 (2013), and 20 kHz (2014) for SYO. Both east-west and north-south magnetic field components
of ELF/VLF waves were measured at ATH, KAN, and SYO in 2013 and 2014, whereas only one component
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Figure 1. Coordinates of each station shown by magnetic latitude
and MLT, which are calculated by the IGRF 10 model. The star and
circles indicate stations located in the Southern and Northern
Hemispheres, respectively. There are 3, 8, and 11 h MLT differences at
KAN-SYO, SYO-ATH, and KAN-ATH, respectively, in the dayside sector.

(north-south) was obtained at SYO in 2012.
The timing of data sampling is corrected by
GPS receivers at these three stations. The
data are stored as follows: 9 min 50 s of data
recorded every 10 min at ATH; 60 min of data
recorded every 60 min at KAN; and 1 min of
data recorded every 1 min in 2012 and 2013
and 10 s of data record every 1 min in 2014
at SYO.

From the raw horizontal magnetic field data
obtained by the loop antennas at ATH, we
calculate the power spectral density (PSD)
of ELF/VLF waves and obtain the dynamic
spectra by fast Fourier transform (FFT) with
16,384 data points (0.16384 s). We average
every 16 frequency data points to reduce
FFT noise, obtaining the PSD with a fre-
quency resolution of 97 Hz. We also consider
the frequency dependence of the antenna
sensitivity by applying calibration factors to
convert the data unit from V2/Hz to nT2/Hz
[e.g., Martinez-Calderon et al., 2015a].

For KAN, we use a 16,384 point FFT to obtain
dynamic spectra with a frequency resolution

of 5 Hz. Similar calibration processing is also performed for the KAN spectra. For data analysis, special filters
are used to reduce sferics and power line harmonic radiation. This technique is explained in Manninen et al.
[2016]. The remaining fixed-frequency noises, which appear occasionally in the dynamic spectra, are due to
the Russian ZEVS transmitter, which is located in Kola Peninsula at (68.8∘N, 33.8∘E) and at (68.7∘N, 33.7∘E),
∼330 km northeast of KAN.

For SYO, we use a 512 point FFT to obtain 1 min spectra, with frequency resolutions of 125 Hz in 2012 and
156 Hz in 2013 and 2014. Calibration processing similar to that of ATH is also performed for the SYO spectra.

2.2. Data Definition
We examine the ELF/VLF wave spectra for 48 days for which the three stations (ATH, KAN, and SYO) have
simultaneous measurements. Two plot types with time ranges of 10 min and 1 h are used for visual inspection
of the ELF/VLF spectra. By inspecting 10 min plots, we first remove spectral data that contains intense lightning
noise (sferics) to reduce the uncertainty of the distinction. We consider the following criteria to detect the
magnetospheric ELF/VLF waves used in our analysis.

1. Clear ELF/VLF emissions that are not obscured by artificial noise or strong lightning activity and are clearly
distinguishable from the background level by visual inspection.

2. Emission characteristics are clearly visible (e.g., discrete elements, QP features, and hiss continuous
emissions) with frequency bands higher than 0.2 kHz.

3. The wave intensity is higher than ∼2 × 10−11, ∼2 × 10−13, and ∼2 × 10−12 (nT2/Hz) for ATH, KAN, and SYO,
respectively. These values are the minimum values that we can distinguish from the background level by
visual inspection.

4. Background noises at 1.5–4.0 kHz, 0.5–2.5 kHz, and 0.5–1.5 kHz for ATH, KAN, and SYO, are at least 1 order
of magnitude smaller than the intensity of the observed ELF/VLF waves and does not cover more than 50%

Table 1. Receiver Properties

Sampling Frequency Antenna Type Frequency Resolution File Length

Athabasca 100 kHz Delta 97 Hz 9 min 50 s

Kannuslehto 78.125 kHz Square 5 Hz 60 min

Syowa Station 4 kHz (2012), 5 kHz (2013) Delta 125 Hz (2012), 156 Hz (2013) 1 min
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Figure 2. Examples of ELF/VLF emissions at (a, b) ATH, (c, d) KAN, and (e, f ) SYO. Frequency ranges of the power
spectrum are 0–5 kHz at ATH and KAN, and 0–2.5 kHz at SYO. Time ranges are 10 min at three stations. Color scales
are from ∼1.0 × 10−7 nT2/Hz to ∼1.0 × 10−9 nT2/Hz for Figure 2a, from ∼1.0 × 10−7 nT2/Hz to ∼1.0 × 10−10 nT2/Hz
for Figures 2b and 2f, from ∼1.0 × 10−10 nT2/Hz to ∼1.0 × 10−13 nT2/Hz for Figures 2c and 2d, and ∼1.0 × 10−8 nT2/Hz
to ∼1.0 × 10−11 nT2/Hz for Figure 2e. Chorus/hiss emissions and QP emissions are shown in Figures 2a and 2c and
Figures 2b and 2d, respectively, for ATH and KAN, whereas chorus and hiss emissions are shown in Figures 2e and 2f,
respectively, for SYO.

of the spectra at this frequency range. These frequency ranges are chosen because of artificial noises at
lower frequencies and lightning contamination at higher frequencies.

For the ATH spectra, we define the above criteria based on those of Martinez-Calderon et al. [2015b] to allow
comparison with previous analysis. The wave frequency tends to decrease from ATH, KAN, to SYO, because
the latitude increases from ATH, KAN, to SYO. For SYO data, additional criterion was applied that the spectral
data exist for at least 5 min of a 10 min bin, because the raw data for SYO is stored every 1 min.

Figure 2 shows representative wave spectra at three stations. Chorus/hiss emissions are seen in Figures 2a
and 2c for ATH and KAN, respectively, while the QP emissions are seen in Figures 2b and 2d. On the other
hand, only chorus and hiss emissions are shown for SYO in Figures 2e and 2f, because there are no QP emis-
sions at SYO for the analyzed period. The frequency ranges are 0–5 kHz for Figures 2a–2d and 0–2.5 kHz for
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Figure 3. Event where hiss emissions are simultaneously observed at three stations at 1200–1300 UT on 18 January
2013, associated with an enhancement of solar wind dynamic pressure. Wave spectra at (a) SYO, (b) KAN, and (c) ATH.
The vertical black lines with arrows show the onset of the hiss emissions. (d) IMF Bz component, (e) solar wind speed,
(f ) solar wind dynamic pressure, (g) solar wind proton density, and (h) Dst and (i) AE indices.

Figures 2e and 2f, and the color scales in Figure 2 also have differences of 3 orders in maximum. Based on these
spectra, we categorized the ELF/VLF emissions as chorus/hiss or QP emissions. We regarded chorus and hiss
emissions as one group. This is because the time and frequency resolution of the spectra obtained at SYO was
too low to distinguish chorus and hiss. At ATH, bursty patches [e.g., Shiokawa et al., 2014] are also observed
for a total interval of about 10 h. We categorized these minor populations of bursty patches as chorus/hiss,
because their spectral feature is basically that of chorus with short durations and they do not have repeating
structures.

Figure 3 shows an event where hiss emissions are simultaneously observed at three stations at 12–13 UT on
18 January 2013. In this event, hiss emissions are observed sequentially at SYO, KAN, and ATH associated with
a sudden enhancement of solar wind dynamic pressure. Figures 3a–3c illustrate the ELF/VLF wave spectra at
frequencies of 0–2.5 kHz at SYO and 0–5.0 kHz at KAN and ATH, respectively. Figures 3d–3i show the inter-
planetary magnetic field (IMF) Bz component, speed, dynamic pressure, and proton density of solar wind, and
Dst and AE indices, respectively. Figures 3a–3c and 3h indicate that the hiss emissions are observed at fre-
quencies of 0.2–2.0 kHz at 1235 UT (1240 MLT) at SYO, from below 0.5 kHz to ∼5 kHz at 1236 UT (1516 MLT)
at KAN, and from ∼2 kHz to above 5 kHz at 1240 UT (0440 MLT) at ATH, as indicated by the black arrows.
This time interval is during the recovery phase of a weak geomagnetic storm, which has a maximum Dst index
of −53 nT at 0000 UT on 18 January 2013. Figures 3e–3g indicate that the ELF/VLF emissions are observed at
three stations associated with clear enhancement of solar wind dynamic pressure with increases of flow speed
and plasma density. Figure 3d indicates that this event is not associated with the beginning of another storm
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Figure 4. Occurrence rates of ELF/VLF emissions as a function of
MLT at (a) ATH, (b) KAN, and (c) SYO. The black curve shows that
actual available hours (data that contain intense lightning and shot
noise is removed) per MLT for 48 days where the simultaneous data
are available.

because the IMF remains northward. The
AE index in Figure 3i increases twice, at
1220 and 1248 UT, with peaks of ∼100
and ∼180 nT, respectively, indicating that
two small substorms took place at these
times. However, it is unlikely that these
substorms contributed to the generation
of the ELF/VLF emissions observed at the
three stations, because the start of the
emission propagates from dayside (SYO
and KAN) to nightside (ATH) and the sec-
ond substorm started after the observed
enhancement of ELF/VLF emissions. The
observations in Figure 3 indicate that an
enhancement of solar wind dynamic pres-
sure can trigger magnetospheric ELF/VLF
emissions on a global scale nearly simul-
taneously within 5 min, although simul-
taneous ELF/VLF emissions observed at
three stations are rare, as shown below.

We statistically analyzed these magneto-
spheric ELF/VLF emissions as follows. First,
to estimate the occurrence rate of the
ELF/VLF waves at each station, we define
10 min bins for the 48 days analyzed
at all stations. If we identify waves in a
10 min bin, we count it as one occurrence,
even if more than two types of waves are
observed during the 10 min. Then, we cal-
culate the wave occurrence rates by divid-
ing the number of bins with waves by the
total available bins at each station.

In addition, we estimate the simultane-
ous occurrence rate of ELF/VLF emissions
for two and three stations. We calculate
time intervals (A) when the spectral data
are simultaneously available for multiple
stations, namely KAN-SYO, SYO-ATH, KAN-
ATH, and KAN-SYO-ATH. Then, we count
the number of 10 min bins (B) when waves
are simultaneously observed at these pair
stations. We calculate the simultaneous
wave occurrence rate by dividing (B) by
(A). Even if different types of waves are
observed simultaneously at multiple sta-
tions, we count those as a simultaneous
occurrence.

3. Results
3.1. Occurrence Rates at One Station
We estimate the occurrence rates of ELF/VLF emissions at ground-based stations by categorizing the emis-
sions as chorus/hiss or QP emissions. Figures 4a–4c show total available hours (solid curves) and the occur-
rence rate (bars) of ELF/VLF waves, including QP and chorus/hiss emissions as a function of MLT at ATH, KAN,
and SYO. The total number of available hours and the hours of QP and chorus/hiss emissions are shown on
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Figure 5. Simultaneous occurrence rate of ELF/VLF emissions for the (a) KAN-SYO, (b) ATH-SYO, (c) ATH-KAN, and
(d) ATH-KAN-SYO data sets as a function of UT. The black curve shows the number of available hours per MLT hour.

the top right corner of each panel. All three stations have an occurrence peak in the morning at 1000 MLT at
ATH, 0900 MLT at KAN, and 0800 to 1000 MLT at SYO, whereas there is another peak at 1300 MLT at auroral
latitudes at SYO and KAN. The fractions of the QP emissions in all the ELF/VLF emissions is clearly higher at
subauroral latitudes (43% (=62 h/(62 + 81) h)) at ATH) than at auroral latitudes (24% (=68 h/(68 + 214 h)) at
KAN and 0% at SYO).

3.2. Simultaneous Occurrence Rates
Figure 5 shows the simultaneous occurrence rates of ELF/VLF emissions at two and three stations that are
longitudinally/latitudinally separated as a function of UT. The total hours that waves are simultaneously
observed and total available hours for each data set (ATH-KAN, KAN-SYO, ATH-SYO, and ATH-KAN-SYO) are
shown on the top right corner of each panel. The location of noon (1200 MLT) is shown by black arrows.
Figures 5a and 5c show that the shape of the simultaneous wave occurrence is a superposition of the wave
occurrence at two stations shown in Figure 4. Namely, the KAN-SYO plot in Figure 5a shows higher occurrence
when KAN and SYO are at morning-dayside sectors. The ATH-KAN plot in Figure 5c shows higher occurrence
when ATH is in the morning sector and KAN is in the morning-dayside sectors. However, Figures 5b and 5d do
not clearly show similar trends because of the smaller amount of data.

Table 2 shows the total available hours, total hours that waves are observed, and occurrence rates at one
station and simultaneously at two or three stations. TKAN and Tsim in the column of conditional probability in
the line of KAN-SYO are the hour that waves are observed at KAN and the hour when waves are observed at
both KAN and SYO simultaneously. Thus, the conditional probability in the right column of Table 2 is a proxy
of the longitudinal extent of the waves, which is defined as the ratio of the number of hours that waves are
simultaneously observed at two stations to the number of hours that waves are observed at one station.

Occurrence rates of ELF/VLF emissions at one station indicate that those at auroral latitudes (31% at KAN, 26%
at SYO) are higher than those at subauroral latitudes(14% at ATH). The MLT differences between the KAN-SYO,
ATH-SYO, and ATH-KAN pairs are 3, 8, and 11 h, respectively, and the simultaneous wave occurrence rates
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Table 2. Wave Occurrence Rate and Spatial Extent

Available Wave Hours Occurrence Rate Conditional Probability

(h) (h) (%) (%)

Athabasca 1042 144 14

Kannuslehto 919 282 31

Syowa station 271 71.5 26

KAN-SYO 254 24.8 9.8 Tsim∕TKAN 36.8

(MLT 3 h difference) Tsim∕TSYO 38.5

ATH-SYO 233 5.8 2.5 Tsim∕TATH 31.5

(MLT 8 h difference) Tsim∕TSYO 9.9

ATH-KAN 819 29.5 3.6 Tsim∕TATH 30.4

(MLT 11 h difference) Tsim∕TKAN 11.9

ATH-KAN-SYO 226 3.83 1.7

decreased with these MLT differences by 9.8%, 2.5%, and 3.6%. The waves were simultaneously observed at
all three stations for only 1.7% of time.

The conditional probability in Table 2 shows that at least 36.8% of the ELF/VLF emissions had a longitudinal
extent of more than 3 h MLT. Because of the difference in wave occurrence at auroral and subauroral latitudes,
about 30% of waves observed at subauroral latitudes are observed simultaneously with waves at auroral
latitudes, whereas the opposite occurs for about 10% of waves at auroral latitudes.

3.3. Geomagnetic Activity
Table 3 shows the average AE and Dst indices for time intervals when waves are observed at only one sta-
tion and when they are simultaneously observed at two or three stations (column labeled “Multiple”) for the
SYO-KAN, SYO-ATH, and KAN-ATH pairs, and SYO-KAN-ATH. The time intervals (wave hours) are also shown.
Average AE and |Dst| are larger when the waves are simultaneously observed at more than two stations than
when waves are observed at only one station throughout the entire data set. The average |Dst| index also
tends to be larger with increasing MLT differences by −5.4 nT (SYO-KAN, 3 h), −15.3 nT (SYO-ATH, 8 h), and
−28.8 nT (KAN-ATH, 11 h). On the other hand, the AE index does not depend clearly on the MLT differences, i.e.,
70.7 nT (SYO-KAN, 3 h), 209 nT (SYO-ATH, 8 h), and 152 nT (KAN-ATH, 11 h). These two indices tend to be larger
at subauroral latitudes (ATH), probably because large geomagnetic activity is necessary to inject high-energy
plasma into the inner magnetosphere. For three stations where waves are simultaneously observed, the AE
index is large (194 nT in SYO-KAN-ATH) but is close to the AE index for SYO-ATH, which is largest for the data
set of two stations. The Dst index for SYO-KAN-ATH is nearly the mean value of the other two-station data sets.

Table 3. Average AE, Dst Indices and Wave Hours at Each Station or Multiple Stations for Each Data Seta

Syowa Station Kannuslehto Athabasca Multiple

SYO-KAN AE(𝜎) (nT) 59.9 (71.6) 68.8 (79.6) 70.7 (111)

(MLT 3 h difference) Dst(𝜎) (nT) −3.2(14.9) −4.0 (9.0) −5.4 (15.8)

Wave hours (h) 39.7 42.7 24.8

SYO-ATH AE(𝜎) (nT) 51.5 (58.8) 126 (115) 209 (180)

(MLT 8 h difference) Dst(𝜎) (nT) −2.1 (15.1) −4.7 (13.8) −15.3 (16.9)

Wave hours (h) 53.0 12.7 5.83

KAN-ATH AE(𝜎) (nT) 101 (98.1) 145 (127) 152 (144)

(MLT 11 h difference) Dst(𝜎) (nT) −8.6 (13.1) −9.1 (17.6) −28.8 (25.9)

Wave hours (h) 218 67.8 29.5

ATH-KAN-SYO AE(𝜎) (nT) 58.3 (72.0) 68.1 (81.2) 146 (124) 194 (197)

Dst(𝜎) (nT) −2.6 (15.1) −3.6 (12.0) −6.7 (13.8) −15.0 (19.8)

Wave hours (h) 55.0 51.7 14.2 3.83
a
𝜎, Standard deviation.
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4. Discussion

We have estimated the occurrence rates of ELF/VLF emissions for 48 days at ATH, KAN, and SYO as a function of
MLT. The occurrence rate of ELF/VLF emissions in Figure 4 is high at 0400–1100 MLT at ATH, at 0500–1900 MLT
at KAN, and at 0300–1500 MLT at SYO. This result is basically consistent with those reported in previous liter-
atures at auroral and subauroral latitudes. In both ground-based and satellite observations, chorus emission
is predominantly observed in the morning sector at auroral latitudes [e.g., Pope, 1960; Tsurutani and Smith,
1977; Spasojevic, 2014] and at subauroral latitudes [e.g., Martinez-Calderon et al., 2015b]. On the other hand,
plasmaspheric hiss generally occurs between 1100 and 1900 MLT in the region 3 < L < 5 [e.g., Green et al.,
2005; Agapitov et al., 2011]. QP emissions is frequently observed in the dayside at auroral latitudes [e.g., Sato
et al., 1974; Smith et al., 1998; Engebretson et al., 2004; Hayosh et al., 2014] and in the late morning to early
afternoon at subauroral latitudes [e.g., Martinez-Calderon et al., 2015b]. In the present analysis, the occurrence
rate of chorus/hiss emissions is higher in the dayside sector at KAN and SYO in Figures 4b and 4c. This may
be because the high flux of energetic electrons at the L value of KAN, even though some of them are lost to
precipitate to the Earth in the morning sector during their drift to dayside. At further high latitudes at SYO
(L= 6.4), the occurrence rates of ELF/VLF emissions drop again in the afternoon sector. This may be because
the high-energy electron density is less at the L value at SYO than at KAN. The occurrence rate of chorus/hiss
emissions and QP emissions at ATH is high between 0700 and 1200˜MLT (morning) in Figure 4a. This result is
consistent with the previous study [Martinez-Calderon et al., 2015b]. This may suggest that energetic electrons,
which cause the temperature anisotropy, precipitate to the upper ionosphere along the magnetic field line
before noon at subauroral latitudes (ATH, L = 4.3) and their density is insufficient to generate the ELF/VLF
emissions in the afternoon.

The dayside preference of QP emission at KAN is also consistent with previous studies. These results may
support the idea that one of the major causes of the QP emissions is the compressional ULF waves which
mainly come from the dayside magnetosphere. However, no QP emission is observed at SYO in the present
analysis, though Sato et al. [1974] made a statistical analysis of QP emissions using 2 years of the data from
SYO. This may be due to a reduced number of wave events, smaller upper frequency limit (2.5 kHz), and less
spectral quality at SYO. The data amount was not enough to statistically analyze the distribution of emissions
as a function of wave type.

We also found that the fraction of QP emissions to all the ELF/VLF emissions at ATH at subauroral latitudes
is higher than that at KAN near the auroral latitudes in Figure 4. On the other hand, Engebretson et al. [2004]
showed that the QP emissions are observed more frequently in the auroral zone than at either higher or lower
latitudes, based on multipoint ground measurements in Antarctica at magnetic latitudes from −62∘ (Halley)
to−74∘ (South Pole). The ELF/VLF emissions generated at various L values are mixed to and become hiss emis-
sions that have less temporal structures [e.g., Bortnik et al., 2008, 2009; Chen et al., 2009]. The low occurrence
rate of QP emissions at auroral latitudes in the present study may be because the high occurrence of ELF/VLF
emissions causes mixture of different waves to mask the QP emissions.

It is also known that electrons move from low to high L shells toward noon sector due to the effect of drift
shell splitting [Tsurutani and Smith, 1977; Li et al., 2009b; Min et al., 2010]. This effect may also cause the low
occurrence rate of emissions in the afternoon sector at subauroral latitudes. On the other hand, electrons
moving from lower latitudes to higher latitudes due to drift shell splitting in anisotropic distributions may
cause high occurrence rate of emissions at auroral L values in the afternoon sector.

We estimated simultaneous occurrence rates of ELF/VLF emissions statistically at two and three stations.
Simultaneous wave occurrence rates are high when stations at auroral (subauroral) latitudes are in the day-
side (morning) sector, namely SYO is at 0900–1200 MLT and KAN is at 1200–1500 MLT for the KAN-SYO pair,
and ATH is at 0400–0900 MLT and KAN is at 1500–2000 MLT for the ATH-KAN pair (Figure 5). In other words,
the simultaneous occurrence rates are higher when at least one station is in the morning sector and the other
stations are in the dayside sector. This result may indicate that magnetospheric ELF/VLF emissions are not
frequently observed in the premidnight sector because of the low density of energetic electrons for gener-
ating ELF/VLF emissions. On the contrary, the energetic electron density is higher from the postmidnight to
morning sector due to the drift of the energetic electrons arising from the gradient and curvature of the ambi-
ent magnetic field. The temperature anisotropy of higher T⟂∕T∥, which is essential to generate the ELF/VLF
emissions, may occur in the dayside because of the precipitation of parallel electrons to the atmosphere in
the morning sector [e.g., Meredith et al., 2001; Green et al., 2005].
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As shown in Table 2, the simultaneous occurrence rate decreases with the MLT separation of the two stations.
This may be partly because a large MLT separation increases the probability that one of the two stations is in
the premidnight sector where the occurrence rate is very low. The conditional probability is greater than 9% in
Table 2. This result indicates that at least 9% of ELF/VLF emissions are observed simultaneously on the global
scale, possibly caused by the same triggers such as magnetic storms and substorms, and magnetospheric
compressions.

Table 3 shows the average AE and Dst indices when waves are observed. The average Dst indices increase
with increasing MLT differences. The average AE indices also increase with differences of more than 3 h MLT,
although those do not clearly show dependence on differences of more than 8 h MLT. This result may indi-
cate that simultaneous ELF/VLF emissions are mainly associated with high geomagnetic activity and that
intense substorms must occur to observe the emissions at multiple stations simultaneously with larger MLT
differences.

In this study, we assume that the extent of ELF/VLF emissions observed at multipoint ground stations rep-
resents the extent of generation region of the emissions in the magnetosphere. However, the effects of
nonducted propagation should be also considered. By using a ray tracing simulation, Chum and Santolik
[2005] demonstrated that nonducted propagation of waves toward lower L shells can occur depending on ini-
tial angles of waves in the generation region. Golden et al. [2010] reported that chorus waves observed on the
ground at midlatitude stations propagate predominantly in the nonducted modes. Thus, nonducted propa-
gation can affect the latitudinal extent of ELF/VLF emissions on the ground. However, longitudinal extent of
ELF/VLF emissions may not be affected by nonducted propagation because wave duct is usually formed due
to longitudinally nonuniform population of plasma density. In the future work, we need to investigate effects
of longitudinal extension of waves during magnetosphere-ground propagation by using multipoint satellite
observations and ray tracing modeling.

In our study, intensities of ELF/VLF emissions are different by more than 1 order of magnitude among three
stations when waves are simultaneously observed (see, e.g., Figure 3). This difference is probably not only
due to difference of wave intensities at the generation region but also due to attenuation during propagation
through the ionosphere. Ozaki et al. [2009] have shown the effect of attenuation of ELF/VLF waves by the
ionosphere based on the negative correlation between cosmic noise absorption and VLF intensities observed
at West Ongul (near SYO) in Antarctica in the auroral zone.

Waves can be simultaneously observed at different stations with different intensities, frequencies, and
structures, possibly due to attenuation of wave intensity during the propagation through the ionosphere,
difference of cyclotron frequencies on different L values, and different background conditions, respectively.
However, we could not estimate simultaneous wave occurrence rate as a function of wave types and frequen-
cies, because of less number of data and different data sets of adequate quality at different stations. For QP
emissions, simultaneous events at three stations were not found and data quality was not good enough to
compare the modulation periods in detail even for simultaneous events at two stations. We would like to make
such a detailed comparison of wave properties at multiple stations in future, if we obtain more continuous
wave data set in better quality.

Although it is a rare case, we show a nearly simultaneous appearance of ELF/VLF hiss emissions at all three sta-
tions just after the passage of an enhancement of solar wind dynamic pressure in Figure 3. Similar appearance
and enhancement of magnetospheric ELF/VLF emissions associated with sudden commencements/impulse
events has been reported by Hayashi et al. [1968] and Shiokawa et al. [2014] on the ground-based stations.
However, the present observation is the first multipoint observation of the enhancement of ELF/VLF emis-
sions on the ground associated with the compression of the magnetosphere. The enhancement of solar
wind dynamic pressure causes compression of the magnetosphere and subsequent betatron acceleration of
high-energy magnetospheric electrons perpendicular to the magnetic field which results in the enhancement
of temperature anisotropy to generate magnetospheric ELF/VLF emissions. The appearance was first at SYO
at 1240 MLT (1235 UT), 1 min later at KAN at 1516 MLT, and 5 min later at ATH at 0440 MLT. This time difference
may indicate propagation of the compression in the inner magnetosphere. If we assume an Alfven velocity
of 1000 km/s, it takes 1 min to propagate 10 Re. Thus, the 5 min delay at ATH at 0440 MLT suggests that there
is not only the time delay due to propagation speed of magnetospheric compression but also additional time
delay (a few minutes) to generate the hiss emission in this morning sector. The response of generation
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of ELF/VLF emissions to the magnetospheric compression will depend on the background condition of
high-energy electrons and ambient plasma as well as magnetic field configuration.

5. Conclusion

We performed the first simultaneous ground-based observation of magnetospheric whistler mode wave
emissions in the ELF/VLF range at stations in Canada and Finland, and Antarctica. We investigated the lon-
gitudinal extent of ELF/VLF emissions, including chorus/hiss and QP emissions. We also investigated their
dependence on geomagnetic activity.

The occurrence rate of ELF/VLF emissions at subauroral latitudes (ATH) is high in the morning sector, whereas
the ELF/VLF emissions at auroral latitudes (KAN and SYO) are mainly generated in the dayside sector. These
results are consistent with previous studies at subauroral latitudes and auroral latitudes. The new findings in
our study are summarized as follows.

1. The simultaneous occurrence rates at two stations are higher when the stations at auroral (subauroral) lati-
tudes are in the dayside (morning) sector: SYO at 0900–1200 MLT and KAN at 1200–1500 MLT for the KAN-
SYO pair; and ATH at 0400–0900 MLT and KAN at 1500–2000 MLT for the ATH-KAN pair. This may be because
magnetospheric ELF/VLF emissions occur frequently in the morning sector at subauroral latitudes and in
the dayside sector at auroral latitudes in relation to the distribution of density and temperature anisotropy
of energetic electrons in the inner magnetosphere.

2. The simultaneous occurrence rate of ELF/VLF emissions decreases with the MLT separation of the two
stations: 9.8% at KAN-SYO (ΔMLT=3 h), 2.5% at ATH-SYO (8 h), and 3.6% at ATH-KAN (11 h).

3. The probability of simultaneous wave observation when one station observed ELF/VLF emissions is at least
36% and 9% for the MLT differences of 3 and 8 h, respectively.

4. Average |Dst| indices increase with increasing MLT differences when two stations observed ELF/VLF emis-
sions simultaneously. The average AE indices are large with large MLT differences (8 and 11 h). This result
suggests that simultaneous ELF/VLF emissions are associated with high geomagnetic activity.

5. We show the first multipoint observation of ELF/VLF hiss emissions associated with an enhancement of
solar wind dynamic pressure. The ∼5 min delay of hiss appearance at ATH at 0440 MLT from dayside (SYO at
1240 MLT) suggests that there is not only the propagation speed of magnetospheric compression but also
additional time (a few minutes) to generate the hiss emission in this morning sector.

6. The fraction of QP emissions to all the ELF/VLF emissions is higher at subauroral latitudes (43% at ATH) than
that at auroral latitudes (24% at KAN). This may be because the high occurrence of ELF/VLF emissions at
auroral latitudes masks the QP emissions with a mixture of different waves.

These results show several interesting features on the longitudinal extent of magnetospheric ELF/VLF emis-
sions on the ground. However, further study is required to understand the longitudinal extent of ELF/VLF
emissions, including types of emissions and seasonal variation. More multipoint observations are needed to
understand the spatial extent of ELF/VLF emissions statistically.
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